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editorial

Newell turner was named editor-in-chief of House Beautiful in april 2010.  

having joined the magazine as style director in 2006, Newell has been instrumental 

in building the latest chapter in House Beautiful’s 116-year-old storied history and  

will continue to champion this fresh vision and voice that has resonated with millions. 

Prior to joining hearst Magazines, House Beautiful’s parent company, turner was 

editor-in-chief of the three Cottages & gardens Publications, Hamptons Cottages & 

Gardens, Palm Beach Cottages & Gardens and Connecticut Cottages & Gardens, 

since 2002.  Prior to that, he was style director for gruner + Jahr’s HomeStyle from 

2001 to 2002, and managing editor for Brand Farm’s room12.com, an online 

decorating resource, from 2000 to 2001. 

From 1997 to 2000, he was style editor for House & Garden and, earlier in his career, 

held several senior positions at Metropolitan Home. 

newell turner
editor in chief
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editorial

Mission stateMent

House Beautiful is... 
the home design magazine that puts the reader and her lifestyle, tastes, and dreams first.

We Believe...
everyone has a beautiful house in them and know that only you can make yours beautiful.

we’re simply here to help you discover and create the home that makes you smile.

We promise...

NoW tHat’s Beautiful!

•  we will always be warm and welcoming.

•  we will inspire, not dictate.

•  we will respect you for the individual you are.

•  we will never suggest that one style fits all.

•  we will surprise and delight you with new ideas.

•  we will only show you design you can attain.

•  we will give you editorial that is actionable.

•  we will always be engaging and fun.
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editorial

editorial calendar 
2013

 February Makeovers

 March color report

 april american Style

 May Decorating Secrets

 June Quick changes

 July/auguSt Small Spaces

 SepteMber color report and Forecast

 october americans abroad

 noveMber entertaining is Fun!

 DeceMber/January What’s next in 2014

Note: editorial themes are subject to change. 
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editorial

powerful partner

Where ACTIVe Consumers Turn To shoP…

“I cannot emphasize the response we are getting, we are thrilled. From your editorial,  
we are getting requests from homeowners and interior designers alike. It is great that  
the placement gleans the interest of the interior design trade as well.” 

 -Denise grothouse, the grothouse Lumber Company 

“The response to the blanket is mind-boggling. We probably sold 50 blankets. In addition, 
we have sold thousands of cross bottles, which Nieman Marcus picked up, and a dozen 
rafia chests that we are still getting calls on.”

 -Dan Marty, Dan Marty Design *{Blanket retails at $500+} 

“After my Instant Room feature a new client called me and said “Just copy what you did in the 
magazine for my house.” The house is in a mythical, fantastic country club in Palm Desert 
called Marrakesh. I just wanted to let you know about the power of your magazine.”

 -Joe  nye, interior Designer 

“We could have orderd about 25-30 more and sold them easily. We began getting calls 

about them the day the issues arrived.”

 -aiD to artisans

Where AdVerTIsers Turn To ImPACT Consumers... 
 

“Anytime I want to get the word out about a new collection or product from our company,  
I turn to House Beautiful. They have the reach and type of readership we want talking 
about us.”

 - Lane Brooks, Christopher Peacock Cabinetry

“We have been thrilled with the response that we have gotten from our ads in  
House Beautiful...We were able to track the actual sales of the bedding and pillows 
featured, and we paid for the ads three times over.”

 -JoDi sanDMan, ankasa

“Thank you so much for letting us partner and participate in this wonderful event.  
The Kitchen of the Year was such a fun and refreshing venue. We reached so many more 

people than I could have imagined!”

 -traCy reiD, shaw industries 

“I think the consumer response was great. There was constant traffic during the events, 
people were very interested to learn and taste the product. Overall I think the Kitchen 
of the Year was a terrific event!

-MikaeLa sZoLLosi, ogilvy action 
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All Laced Up...
and ready to hold a plant or a bunch  
of dried flowers. We love the stitched-
leather look of these ceramics— 
hand-made in el salvador from the 
local red clay—left natural or stained 
to get that deep, rich patina. the holes 
go all the way through, so fill them  
with anything but water. lace-up  
vases and planters, in various sizes up 
to 14 inches high, from $32. AId TO 
ArTISAnS: 860-947-3344; 
aidtoartisans.org.
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Instant room 
Joe nye

What could be prettier than a garden in  
June or the new floral fabrics from Manuel 
Canovas? A room by Joe Nye!

Produced by  
Orli Ben-dOr

34 H O U S E B E A U T I F U L . C O M

Sofa  
“BRASILIA is a divine color,  
a wonderful mucky green, and  
the texture is really cushy. it’s 
comfortable to sit on, even when 
you’re in shorts, so i’d use it  
in a big way, on a sofa.” duVal-
Alexander Sofa.

Curtains  
“Striped curtains are always a 
winner, and a turquoise lining 
would really kick off the bright 
raspberry . With a bold stripe like 
ELOI , i wouldn’t do much in the 
way of trim. You want to keep it 
fresh, not fussy like silk curtains.”

los Angeles–based designer  
Joe nye creates a room 
inspired by florals from Manuel 
Canovas’s latest collection, 
and McKinnon and Harris 
furniture: “Using outdoor 
pieces inside—in a sunroom  
or even a living room—is  
fun and fresh.” For a more 
casual look, see our planners 
on page 36; for a dressier 
room, see page 38.

Curtain Lining 
“i chose VANESSA’S FOLLY to  
line the striped curtains. Most 
people get lazy and just do white 
lining, but a contrasting color has 
a more finished, couture effect—
like you thought about it.”

Chairs  
“BEAUVOIR is the key fabric in  
the room, the starting-off point. 
You can pull lots of colors from  
it. But you have to be careful not 
to overwhelm the room with it—
it’s not a timid pattern. i see it  
on a pair of duVal Club Chairs.”
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editorial

reader accolades

I am a busy designer...I buy 20-30 magazines a month. 
Your magazine has always been a favorite ...I love the 
format, larger size, interviews/question and 
answer/designer features...If I was limited to only 
one magazine each month it would be House Beautiful...
 - s MuLLin

The Ultimate Color Issue makes my heart sing!  
I love it and have reread it 3 times over! Thank you for 
my ‘bible’— I have so many back issues, I can start a 
decorating library!

 - Lorraine ranieri

 
I am an interior decorator with a business in 
Washington, DC. Every month when your new issue 
arrives, I set aside time to just go through the 
magazine and tear out pages. It’s invigorating and 
gets my creative juices going... I am about to order 
a second subscription so that I’ll have one to keep and 
one to cut up! …

 - anne BLaCk

I want you to know your magazine has never been 
more fabulous than it is right now. I love this 
magazine and plan to give subscriptions to my  
friends for their birthdays this year. 

 - PauLa haMiLton 

The first issue under your guidance arrived last week, and 
while I’m sure many things were decided months ago, I 
wanted to tell you it was a wonderful issue and one of my 
favorites. Having recently moved from a 3,100 sq ft home 
in TN to a 1,700 sq ft townhome in Oxford to attend law 
school, I thought this issue was especially timely.  
I loved all the feature stories – of the moment, 
beautifully styled, and wonderfully inspirational. 
The bedroom in a day transformation was terribly fun. I 
used Joe Nye’s yellow and blue color scheme for a dinner 
party last night. Please keep up all the good work.  
With the shelter magazine field so narrowed,  
hB is truly the last great inspiration for this niche. 
Best wishes for future success.

- Diana hoDges 

 
I subscribe to just about every home magazine out there, 
and I just wanted to take the time to thank you for 
continuing to bring your reader top notch design.  
In this economy everyone seems to believe that we (the 
reader) stopped wanting great design ideas and all we are 
getting is cheap imitation! Been there, done that. Times 
may be tough but we can still dream, can’t we?  
Keep it up and thanks for not following the crowd. 

- Lisa Lensegrav
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July / August 2012

THE MOST MAGICAL LITTLE ROOMS IN EVERY
HOUSE!

425  SQ. F T.
ONE-ROOM

1,200  SQ. F T. 
TWO-STORY

1,650  SQ. F T. 
BEACH HOUSE

640  SQ. F T. 
APARTMENT

1,450  SQ. F T. 
COTTAGE

PLUSAMAZING PAINTCOLORS

BIG STYLE IN SMALL SPACES
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SEE HOW 
COLOR

CHANGES 
EVERYTHING

➺

color, color, 

COLOR!
THE PERFECT COLOR  

FOR EVERY ROOM
what’s 

HOT
WHAT’S 

NOT


